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Outline of Talk

Description of Basic an Generalized Techniques
Parallel Coordinates

Smoothed and other alternate interpolations
Grand Tours

Winding algorithm, fractal tours

Illustrations of Basic Techniques
Rapid Data Editing, Density Estimation (Pollen Data)
TOUR-PRUNE (Bank Data)
BRUSH-TOUR (Sands of Time Data)
Pixel Tours (Minefields and Petroglyphs) 



Methodologies

Parallel CoordinatesParallel Coordinates
Effective Method for High Dimensional DataEffective Method for High Dimensional Data
High Dimensions = Multiple AttributesHigh Dimensions = Multiple Attributes

Grand TourGrand Tour
Generalized Rotation in High DimensionsGeneralized Rotation in High Dimensions
In Depth Study of High Dimensional Data In Depth Study of High Dimensional Data 

Saturation BrushingSaturation Brushing
Effective Method for Large Data SetsEffective Method for Large Data Sets



Parallel Coordinates
Orthogonal coordinates fail after three dimensions
Give up Orthogonality

Draw the coordinate system as a series of parallel axes in a 
plane

Plot a point in parallel coordinates as a polyline
This is a unique representation of a point.
The number of axes is effectively unlimited.



Parallel Coordinates



Parallel Coordinates

Points in Cartesian space map into lines in parallel coordinate space 
and vice versa

There is a fundamental projective geometry duality in this representation

More dualities
Circles and ellipses in Cartesian space map into hyperbolas in parallel 
coordinate space
Rotations in Cartesian space map into translations in parallel coordinate space 
and vice versa
Points of inflection in Cartesian space map into cusps in parallel coordinate 
space.

These dualities allow easy interpretation in parallel coordinate
space



Parallel Coordinates

A set of points that determine a line with slope +1 
(correlation +1) will map into a set of lines that are parallel,
while a set of points that determine a line with slope -1 
(correlation -1) will map into a set (pencil) of lines that have 
a common intersection. The latter is often easier to detect 
visually, especially if the correlation is not perfectly ± 1.



Parallel Coordinates

Demo with CrystalVision



Generalized Parallel 
Coordinates



Generalized Parallel 
Coordinates



Generalized Parallel 
Coordinates



Generalized Parallel 
Coordinates



Generalized Parallel 
Coordinates

Data in column 1 
with 4 possible 
linear normal 
vectors.



Generalized Parallel 
Coordinates

Data in Column 1 
with standard linear 
interpolation, 
alternate linear 
interpolation, and 
polar interpolation.



Generalized Parallel 
Coordinates



Generalized Parallel 
Coordinates



Generalized Parallel 
Coordinates

Example: This is the classic 1978-1979 automobile 
data, the same 5 dimensional data set used in 
Wegman (1990). The five variables used are Mileage 
(miles per gallon), Weight, Price, Engine Displacement, 
and Gear Ratio.



Five Dimensional Automobile Data



Five Dimensional Automobile Data



Five Dimensional Automobile Data



Five Dimensional Automobile Data



Five Dimensional Automobile Data



Five Dimensional Data



Generalized Parallel Coordinates



Generalized Parallel Coordinates

Wegman-
Shen Variant 
of Andrews 
Plot



The Power Projection Method



The Power Projection Method



PPM-1 For Linear Detection

f(t)=x (1-t)+y t
f(t)=x cos(t)+y sin(t)



PPM-1 and -2 for Linear and 
Nonlinear Detection

p=1 ρ(x,t)=x cos(t)+y sin(t)
p=2 ρ(x,t)=x2 cos(t)+y2 sin(t)



PPM-1 for Circle



PPM-2 for Circle
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Grand Tour Theory

This is a two-
dimensional Peano
Curve 



Sands of Time Data

300 Samples of Sand Data from Oronsay Island 
in the Scotch Hebrides (BRUSH-TOUR)



Sands of Time - Objective
“The mesolithic shell middens on the island 
of Oronsay are one of the most important 
archeological sites in Britain.  It is of 
considerable interest to determine their 
position with respect to the mesolithic
coastline.  If the sand below the midden were 
beach sand and the sand from the upper 
layers dune sand, this would indicate a 
seaward shift of the beach-dune interface.”

Flenley and Olbricht, 1993



Sands of Time - Objective

Cluster samples of modern sand into 
“beach-like” or “dune-like” sand.
Classify archeological sand samples as to 
whether they are beach sand or dune sand. 



Sands of Time – Parametric Analysis

Historical strategy is to fit parametric 
distributions and compare modern and 
archeological sands based on parameters.
Weibull, 1933; lognormal (breakage models), 
log-hyperbolic, log-skew-Laplace, 1937, 
Barndorff-Nielsen, 1977.
Models 2 to 4 parameters, theory developed, 
practice problematic.  



Mining the Sands of TimeMining the Sands of Time



Mining the Sands of TimeMining the Sands of Time

Note 
Quantization 

Effects



Sands of Time - Graphical Analysis

Multidimensional Parallel Coordinate 
Display Combined with Grand Tour.
BRUSH-TOUR strategy

Clusters recognized by gaps in any horizontal axis.
Brush existing clusters with colors.
Execute grand tour until new clusters appear, brush 
again.
Continue until clusters are exhausted.



Mining the Sands of TimeMining the Sands of Time



Mining the Sands of TimeMining the Sands of Time

Clustered data: red, magenta = dune, other colors = beach.



Mining the Sands of TimeMining the Sands of Time

Midden sand is colored white and orthogonal to modern sand in this projection.



Mining the Sands of TimeMining the Sands of Time

Midden sand is in a distinct cluster, but is most similar to dune sand.



Mining the Sands of TimeMining the Sands of Time
Dune Sand 

Beach 
SandMidden Sand



Sands of Time - Conclusions

Sands from the CC site and the CNG site have considerably different 
particle size distributions and cannot be effectively aggregated.
Data at small and at large particle dimensions is too quantized to be 
used effectively.
The visual-based BRUSH-TOUR strategy is extremely effective at 
clustering. 
Midden sands are neither modern beach sands nor modern dune sands.
Midden sands are more similar to modern dune sands.
This result does not support the seaward-shift-of-the-beach-dune-
interface hypothesis, but suggests the middens were always in the 
dunes. This contradicts the orthodox view. 



Tree Structured Decision Rules with Financial Data

Bank Demographic Data in 8 
Dimensions with 132,147 Cases 
(TOUR-PRUNE)



Original parallel 
coordinate display of 
bank risk data. PFT 
variable is brushed 
with green for 
positive profit, red 
with negative profit. 

Tree Structured Decision Rules with Financial Data



A small distance 
along the grand tour 
has the effect of 
dithering the data. 
It is clear that there 
is at least one risky 
occupation, a fairly 
risky subset of the 
RST variable and a 
fairly risky subset of 
the MST variable.

Tree Structured Decision Rules with Financial Data



This is the same 
image as on previous 
slide, but with those 
three higher risk 
categories pruned. 
The software allows 
us to record the new 
linear combinations 
so that we know 
precisely which new 
variables have been 
pruned.

Tree Structured Decision Rules with Financial Data



This image is much 
further along the 
way in the grand 
tour after several 
pruning steps have 
already been 

accomplished.

Tree Structured Decision Rules with Financial Data



This is the same 
image as 
previous slide, 
but with several 
strongly red 
regions pruned. 
The remaining 
regions show 
some fairly 
strong green 
regions.

Tree Structured Decision Rules with Financial Data



Same image as 
previous, but with 
green regions now 
pruned.

Tree Structured Decision Rules with Financial Data



After several 
additional TOUR-
PRUNE steps. The 
increasingly dark 
images indicates that 
the sample size is 
decreasing and that 
too much further 
pruning may not be 
useful.

Tree Structured Decision Rules with Financial Data



This is the same 
image as previous 
slide with one last 
pruning step 
accomplished. We 
had actually carried 
analysis through 11 
TOUR-PRUNE steps 
and reduced the 
original data set of 
132,147 observations 
to 5713 observations. 
The present image is 
after 8 TOUR-
PRUNE steps.

Tree Structured Decision Rules with Financial Data



Example : Minefield



Example : Minefield



Example : Minefield - Snapshot



Example: Petroglyphs

Pictographs from Hueco Tanks State Historical 
Park (east of El Paso, TX)

Faded over centuries
Destroyed through vandalism

Current enhancement techniques time-consuming
Use pixel tours: faster detection of hidden features
Photographs provided by Robert Mark



Example: Petroglyphs



Example: Petroglyphs



Example: Petroglyphs

Enhanced Image
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